TSA Security and Emergency Planning Workshop
at ABA’s Annual Meeting & Marketplace
Tuesday, Jan. 30, 2018 | 8 AM – 12 PM | Charlotte, NC
Presented by the Bus Industry Safety Council

TSA will collaborate with the ABA to host a
workshop designed to strengthen motorcoach
community preparedness by helping companies
develop comprehensive and tailored security
plans using a TSA-provided Security and
Emergency Plan (SEP) template. The workshop
will incorporate a motorcoach-specific threat
briefing from a TSA Field Intelligence Officer
(FIO) and hands-on instruction on how to write
a SEP based on the TSA template.
Workshop participants will develop draft
SEPs with their company-specific policies,
procedures, and information and incorporated
TSA-recommended roles, responsibilities,
procedures and best practices as needed.
The workshop will introduce operators to
new security considerations and protocols for
their companies. The workshop format and
the structure of the SEP template will allow
operators to consider adding, adjusting, and
elaborating on their existing security and
safety plans. The structure will also allow for
collaboration and sharing of resources and
information among participants. Operators will
share information regarding their best practices
for circulating pertinent information to their
employees (e.g., displaying NTAS bulletins on an
employee break room table), required training,
and physical protective measures.

Produced as one of three components that
comprise the Transportation Security Template
and Assessment Review Toolkit (T-START), TSA
developed and designed the template to help
motorcoach companies and operators develop
effective security plans and activities based on
industry best practices and requirements. The
template combines emergency preparedness
components and activities into a single
document, and provides a foundation for
companies and operators to develop tailored,
company-specific security and emergency
procedures. The TSA-provided SEP template
includes the following sections:
Introduction and Company Overview |
Management and Administration | Current
Threats | Business Operations | National
Terrorism Advisory System (NTAS) |
Emergency Procedures | Communications
Plan | Security Training | Drills and Exercises
| Cybersecurity-Information Technology |
Physical Security | Personnel Security | Vehicle
Security | Chain of Custody | Additional
Information Resource

This session is free and open to any attendee of the ABA Annual Meeting & Marketplace.
Pre-registration is not necessary. Participants are asked to bring a laptop with them.
A limited number of laptops will be available if you do not have one of your own.

